7 AUGUST 2019

LDD Newsletter
Have you tried LDD?

Store at HKU
Pastoe

Welcome one and all to LDD’s first newsletter.

Opening at
Oudenoord

It’s been an exciting journey since LDD started in 2016. From its
inception this platform for ecological sustainability within
the arts has grown step-by-step through collaboration with
many creative individuals.
When the construction of the first LDD store began at HKU
Pastoe, the decision to build with reusable materials was made.
This set the trend for all future LDD stores and was
incorporated into the design of the next two stores, at HKU
Oudenoord and IBB, in collaboration with a student from
product design.
Then four fabulous students from HKU Arts and Economics
Incubator Program, co-developed, launched and promoted the
LDD stores and our slogan “Have you tried LDD?” was
created. LDD invites artists and creators to become members of
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Store at HKU
IBB

Workshops

a circular art community, by swapping
and exchanging their excess creative
materials.
The LDD stores have received a lot of
creative materials from contributors such
as: Impakt, IFFR, BAK, De Helling and
many other individual artists. These
fabulous materials have fuelled and
supported many students and artists in
their creative process. We continue to welcome such contributions and
collaborations.

Coming up next - 3rd of September
LDD is excited to announce that we are going to be
expanding outside of the HKU to De Nijverheid. With this
4th store coming soon we look forward to welcoming and
supporting more artists and creators within our circular
community.

Here are 3 ways to get involved with the LDD circular
community.
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BECOME A MEMBER

CONTRIBUTE

SPONSOR

Students, Artists and
Creators

Bring your excess
creative materials,
volunteer or do an
internship

Help us grow by
sponsoring our actives

Contact
Email: Lucrativedumpsterdives@gmail.com
Phone: 0682587067
Follow us on: https://www.facebook.com/circular.art.community/ and
www.instagram.com/lucrativedumpsterdives
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